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The submissions for this assignment are posts in the assignment's discussion for this group. Below are

the discussion posts for Inna Gogina, or you can view the full group discussion.

Contact Zone Theory in Library Reference

In the Guidelines for Information Services, Reference and User Services

Association (RUSA) emphasizes that libraries have “an inherent obligation to

provide information service to support the educational, recreational, personal and economic

endeavors of the members of their respective communities” (Reference and User Services

Association, 2000). Knowing your community and its information needs can be therefore

viewed as one of the key elements in successful reference service. In the age of ongoing

demographic shifts and globalization, when libraries have been charged with the need to

evolve in order to satisfy not only the needs of the local communities but the global

curiosities of the new, multicultural information users— keeping up-to-date with these

trends has become of paramount importance for successfully meeting the libraries’ inherent

obligation as described by RUSA.

To this end, I agree with Elmborg that Pratt’s theory of contact zone as a social space

“where cultures, meet, clash, and grapple with each other, often in contexts of highly

asymmetrical relations of power” (Pratt, 1991, p.34) is of immediate relevance to the new,

pedagogical role of reference librarians in academia. I find Pratt and Elmborg’s take on the

community concept enlightening—whereby they depart from the utopian hypothesis of a

unified and homogenous community grounded in the assumption that principles of

cooperation and shared understanding are normally in effect, to the new model of the

community grounded in the socioculturological complexities of today’s world (Pratt, 1991;

Elmborg, 2006).

Put simply, “the reference interview is, in fact, the ultimate contact zone,” argues Elmborg

(2006, p. 62). Library users in academia come from many different cultures and walks of

life; their research questions to reference librarians are inherently diverse. Library patrons

are not always familiar with the language used by information professionals—controlled

language used in subject classification, in particular. “If students attempt to use any other

kinds of language in subject searching—language that would be perfectly reasonable given

their backgrounds—they will fail,” points out Elmborg while raising the single most

important question for libraries and librarians: “How can the library best represent the great

tradition of literacy and aspiration to fair play, rather than representing the academic power

structure that systematically denies people their identities?” (ibid., p. 61).

The contact zone, Elmborg maintains, “is a metaphorical space, or rather, it is a way of

conceiving the nature of shared educational space. When one enters the contact zone, one

enters a kind of space that recognizes culture, language, and individual identity.

Recognizing difference initiates a process of translation across boundaries for both

students and academics” (ibid., p.59). Mastering the pedagogical “arts of the contact zone”

as outlined by Pratt, for that reason, can be very helpful for reference librarians, especially

as they maintain awareness of transculturation; self-identification with the ideas, interests,

and attitudes of others; collaborative work; bilingualism and, I would expand this to,

multilingualism; communication across the lines of difference; and cultural mediation. “To be

truly involved in the teaching and learning process, librarians must be willing to talk in
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honest and authentic ways with students as they attempt to develop productive arts of the

contact zone,” explains Elmborg (ibid., p. 61). They need to become literacy educators,

facilitators, guides, and supporters of student work, while representing academic

standards of discourse. In doing so, they need to depart from the values of “neutral

service,” willing to challenge the simplistic assumptions students make in formulating their

research questions.

I believe that at the time when library communities become increasingly diverse, and

demographic changes, along with globalization, have been widely recognized as leading

change drivers shaping the future of libraries and their role in managing the cultural record

of human knowledge—the contact zone theory will undoubtedly help reference librarians to

more effectively work with library users while staying abreast of the new trends. Put into

reference practice, the contact zone theory will help not only librarians to break down the

barriers and engage themselves in their work as literacy educators, but also students—to

see the library as an accessible and approachable place of shared learning.
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I think you are making great points here, Victoria! Just like you, I haven’t worked in

a librarian capacity. As a library patron, however, I certainly appreciate being able

to spot a reference librarian when needing help with identifying reading material.

Whereas I can see why wearing a name tag indicating the librarian’s function as a

reference provider may be less desirable and/or, by some, viewed as elitist, I believe very

few will argue that having a clear and visible signage over a library space designated as a

reference station, is beneficial to library users. Personally though, as an aspiring librarian,

and potentially a reference provider, I too don’t mind being identified as such either,

especially if it helps breaking down the barriers and engaging myself in my future work as

literacy educator and helping my clients to see the library as an accessible and

approachable place of shared learning. Overall, using clear signage and library staff

identification would, in my opinion, bring about additional benefit of reference service

transparency and improve library environment, especially because according to the study

discussed in Durrance’s article, this environment did not send “clear messages to the client
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about the nature of reference service and its providers” (1989, p. 36). Not surprisingly,

Reference and User Services Association (RUSA), lists visibility/approachability as number

one requirement for a successful reference transaction, in the Guidelines for Behavioral

Performance of Reference and Information Service Providers: “A successful reference

transaction requires a high level of visibility […]. To be approachable, the librarian is to be

found in a highly visible physical or virtual location (the library, outreach locations, or the

library website). Proper signage or notification that indicates the location, hours, and

availability of in-person and remote assistance is available; [...] [the librarian] establishes

an approachable presence by being easily identifiable in compliance with institutional and

professional norms and policies; [...] [the librarian] remains visible to patrons as much as

possible” (Reference and User Services Association, 2013).

The budget realities of today have long shifted the traditional model of MLS-holding

librarian-staffed reference desk to alternative service models, involving the use of students

in academic libraries, for example. “By bringing in others to work with the reference

librarians, staffing could be extended without having to hire additional professional

librarians. The students would gain valuable experience and the library would get good

semi-trained professional help at a low cost,” reports Tyckoson (2011, p. 264).  The

“reference triage model” has become one of the most popular service alternatives in the

field. Students staff reference desks during off-peak hours and conduct first-level reference

service, referring the questions they are unable to answer on their own to the next level—a

reference librarian.  This sort of reference “triage”—the tiered reference service, also

known as the Brandeis model because it was first popularized at Brandeis University— is

viewed as a time and cost-saving approach, affording reference librarians, in the freed

time, to get involved in additional library services that require their professional skills. “This

maximizes the use of all staff and allows the reference librarians to use their skills with the

most difficult questions,” Tyckoson explains (2011, p. 264).
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